
After 25 years of experience in
aero sol science, I came into a
pharmaceutical company. Before
this I worked with design of new
measurement equipment, gen -
eration of aerosols for toxi -
cological animal experiments,
measurement of industrial aero -
sols and environmental aero sols.
In pharmacy, I was surprised to
find the high degree of detail
required in connection both with
achieving the stringent quality
performance goals for aerosol
generation by inhalers, and also in
the associated laboratory mea -
surements of inhaler performance.
Such methodological descriptions
are, of course, defined by in-house
standard operating procedures.
Likewise, the apparatuses for aer -
o sol sampling and measure ment
are carefully described in the phar -
macopeial compendia, in cluding
tolerances for critical components.
Furthermore, the regulatory agen -
cies like to see handling proce -
dures defined in detail, such as
shaking of MDIs in preparation for
actuation and the setting of air-
f low rate-time pro files charac -
teristic of intended patient use for
dry powder inhalers.

One of my hobbies is classical
music. So I asked myself, if we
need defined rules also in music.
Of course, my thinking was fo -
cused on the works of the world-
famous classical composer of the
Baroque period, Johann Sebastian
Bach (1685-1750), whose esteem
after more than 250 years since
his death is still growing world -
wide, at least in the community of
those who love classical music.

Abert writes (with my translation
into English) “At Bach there is no
note too much or too less, one is
surprised about the unity of the
piece of art, which can be justified
with mathematical certainty—the
aesthetic value of Bach’s music is
not touched by this.”1

Where can we find the rules,
which Bach used for his perfect
music? Certainly the rules of
harmonization and counterpoint
are very important to realize the
highly precise outcomes he
envisaged at the time of com -
posing. Bach has written many
pieces, particularly for the organ,
where this methodological
preciseness can be studied. The
strictest rules are needed in the
composition of fugues and it
seems, that Bach intended to
impart his knowledge to later
generations in the “Kunst der
Fuge” (Art of the Fugue). For ex -
ample, in the St. John Passion, the
choir sings “Wir haben ein Gesetz”
(we have a law) and this choral
piece is scored as a fugue. For

Bach, the degree of formality in -
voked by using the fugal me thod
for this composition is the mani -
festation of law and there fore fits
perfectly with the theme of the
text that is being sung by each
choir part.  

Just as the works of Bach com -
posed by strict application of the
rules of music are a remedy for
the soul, it occurs to me that a
phar maceutical drug can be a
remedy for the body by applying
the strict rules with which we are
all so familiar in its development
and production.
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